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A B S T R A C T

Using hadronic 2° decays recorded by the SLD experiment at SLAC, we have mea-

sured the vector/(vector+pseudoscalar) production ratio, V/(V + P), for the prompt

charmed mesons, D*+ and D+ . Using the channels D*+ ~ DOT$ , Do - K-m+,  and

Do ~ I---T+T-T+ , as well as D+ + K-n+z- , we find V/(V+P) = 0.57+  0.07(  siai.)+

0.02(BR), which disfavors the expectation of 0.75 from naive spin-counting. We have

also measured the degree of D*+ spin alignment along the flight direction and find it

to be consistent with zero for D*+ fractional momenta z s ED. /Eb,.m > 0.2. We

compare these results with QCD model predictions.



1 Introduction

The fragmentation of heavy quarks has been studied both theoretically and experimen-

tally. Some of the theoretical models are quite successful in describing experimental

data collected in e+ e- annihilation. Spin dependent properties of the fragmentation,

such as the relative vector to pseudoscalar meson production ratio or the spin alignment

of a vector meson, may be useful in studying the dynamics.

The ratio, PV , which is defined as the relative production ratio of vector(V) to

(vector+pseudoscalar(P)) mesons, is expected to be V/(V + P) = 0.75 using a naive

spin-counting model. For charmed mesons recent measurements from LEP have yielded

values lower then the naive expectation, PV = 0.53+ 0.16 (ALEPH) [1] and 0.54+ 0.10

(DELPHI) [2]. Other models for F’v , based on perturbative QCD, by Suzuki [3] and by

Braaten, Cheung, and Yuan [4], predict a dependence on the fractional energy carried

by the vector meson, xD = 2E/fi, where W is the c.m. energy.

The degree of vector meson spin alignment along the flight direction is another

aspect of spin-dependent effects in the fragment at ion process. The degree of vector

meson spin alignment along the flight direction, CY, is expected to be zero in the naive

spin-counting model. Suzuki and Braaten, Cheung, and Yuan, have calculated CY and

found that it depends on ~D [3, 4].

Here we present the preliminary results of a study of the production of charmed

vector and pseudoscalar mesons in 2° decay events produced by the SLAC Linear

Collider (SLC) and recorded by the SLC Large Detector (SLD) experiment. By com-

paring the number of D“+ and D+ mesons found*, we measured Pv as a function of

xD. We also measured the degree of D*+ spin alignment and its dependence on XD.

This represents the first study of D*+ spin alignment in 2° decays. We compared our

results with those from lower energy experiments, as well as with the predictions of the

spin-counting model and the models of Suzuki and of Braaten, Cheung, and Yuan.

*Charge-conjugate are implied unless stated otherwise.



2 Apparatus and Hadronic Event Selection

The e+e- annihilation events produced at the 2° resonance by the SLAC Linear Col-

lider (SLC) have been recorded using the SLC Large Detector (SLD). A general de-

scription of the SLD can be found elsewhere [5]. Charged tracks are measured in the

central drift chamber (CDC) [6] and in the vertex detector (VXD) [7]. Momentum

measurement is provided by a uniform axial magnetic field of 0.6 T. The VXD is com-

posed of CCDs containing a total of 120 million 22 x 22pm2  pixels arranged in four

concentric layers of radius between 2.9 and 4.2 cm. Including the uncertainty on the

primary interaction point (IP), the CDC and VXD give a combined impact parameter

resolution of 11 @ 76/(p~  @)/m, where pT is the track momentum transverse to the

beam axis in GeV/c and d is the track polar angle with respect to the beamline. Par-

ticle energies are measured in the Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) [8], which contains

both electro-magnetic and hadronic sections, and in the Warm Iron Calorimeter [9].

Three triggers were used for hadronic events. The first required a total LAC electro-

magnetic energy greater than 12 GeV; the second required at least two well-separated

tracks in the CDC; and the third required at least 4 GeV in the LAC and one track in

the CDC. The selection of hadronic events is described in [10].

The analysis presented here used the charged tracks measured in the CDC and

VXD. A set of cuts was applied to the data to select well-measured tracks and events

well-contained within the detector acceptance. Charged tracks were required to have

(i) a closest approach transverse to the beam axis within 5 cm, and within 10 cm along

the axis from the measured interaction point; (ii) a polar angle O with respect to the

beam axis within ] cos 8 I< 0.80; and (iii) a momentum transverse to the beam axis,

pl > 0.15 GeV/c. Events were required to have (i) a minimum of five such tracks;

(ii) a thrust axis [11] direction within ] cos &r ]< 0.71; and (iii) a total visible energy

Evi. of at least 20 GeV, which was calculated from the selected tracks assigned the

charged pion mass. From our 1993-95 data sample 102,564 events passed these cuts.

The efficiency for selecting hadronic events satisfying the I cos @T I cut was estimated
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to be above 96%. The background in the selected event sample was estimated to be

0.3+0.1%,  dominated by 2° -+ T+ T- events. Distributions of single particle and event

topology observable in the selected events were found to be well described by Monte

Carlo models of hadronic 2° decays [12, 13] combined with a simulation of the SLD.

3 ~“+ and D+ selection

D*+ and D+ mesons can be produced in 2° + cz events, as well as from B hadron

decays in 2° + b~ events. We describe the first category as primary mesons, and the

second as secondary mesons. In order to measure the number of primary D mesons,

we first reconstructed D meson candidates in various decay modes and applied cuts

to reduce random combinatorics background (RCBG). We then divided the candidates

between “c-rich” and “b-rich” samples using their impact parameters and proper decay

times, as well as information from the opposite hemisphere of the events. Numbers of

D mesons extracted from these two samples were then unfolded to yield the primary

production rates in a manner independent of B hadron decay modeling.

The D*+ mesons were identified using the decay D*+ ~ DOTf followed by Do ~

K-T+ (KT mode) or Do ~ K-r+n-T+ (KmrT mode). The n> in the D*+ decay is

known as the spectator pion. The D*+ sample is discriminated effectively from random

combinatorics background (RCBG) by examining the mass difference between the D*+

and Do candidates. The selection criteria for the Kn and K~nn modes are slightly

different due to the different track multiplicities.

We first searched for Do candidates via the KT and Kmur  decay modes. Each event

was divided into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. In

each hemisphere we considered two (Km ) or four (Kmnr ) track combinations whose

net charge was zero, and assigned the K mass to one of the particles and the r mass

to the other(s). For the Kmm mode all tracks were required to have p > 0.75 GeV/c.

If the Do candidate mass lies in the range 1.765 GeV/c2 < J-fKT < 1.965 GeV/c2 or
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1.79tiGeV/c2  < kfKTT. < 1.935 GeV/c2,  it was combined with a n. candidate track

having charge opposite to the K candidate to form a D*+ candidate.

Candidates for D+ + I{- T+ir- were formed by combining two same-sign pion

candidates with an opposite-sign kaon candidate in one hemisphere. We required (i)

ZD+ > 0.2, where XD+ = 2ED+ /@, (ii) cosd~ > –0.8, where 0} is the opening angle

between the direction of the D+ in the lab frame and the K in the D+ rest frame, (iii)

all three tracks to have p > 1 GeV/c. To reject D*+ decays, the differences between

klK-=+m+  and ~K-=t were formed for each pion candidate, and both were required to

be greater than 0.160 GeV/c2.

To divide the sample into c-rich and b-rich subsamples we first applied an impact

parameter technique [14] to hemispheres opposite to those containing a D meson can-

didate. We counted the number of significant tracks, with normalized transverse

impact parameter with respect to the interaction point b/ab > 3. Candidates with

N~i~  z 3 were assigned to the b-rich sample.

The candidates with N,i~ < 3 were subjected to a decay length analysis. The tracks

forming the Do or D+ candidate were fitted to a common vertex and the decay length,

L, was defined to be the distance in 3D from the IP to the fitted vertex position.

The proper decay time is defined as ~ = L/~~c.  In order to suppress RCBG we use

the fact that Do in c? as well as b~ events have a long decay length, (L) ~ 1mm

for the primary mesons and longer for the secondary mesons. Since the decay length

resolution is (aL) * 200 pm,  clean separation of these events from RCBG is possible.

We required (i) a decay length significance L/aL > 2.5 for Do and L/CTL  > 3.0 for D+

, (ii) X2 probability > 1% for the vertex fit, and (iii) xD. > 0.2 (KT ) or 0.4 (Krmr )

for D*+ , (iv) the projection of the angle, 4, between the D+ momentum vector and

the vertex flight direction to be less than 15 mrad in the xy plane and 20 mrad in

the rz plane for .D+ . To separate primary from secondary D mesons we used the fact

that Do in c? events are produced at the 2° primary vertex but in b~ events at the B

decay point. For the c-rich D*+ sample we required dcy < 20pm, where d.g is the x y
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Table 1: Numbers of signal/background events in c-rich and b-rich samples for each D

decay mode.

impact parameter of the Do momentum w.r.t. the interaction point, and ‘fK)O < 1.0ps,

with the remaining candidates assigned to the b-rich sample. The D+ candidates with

@.v < 5 mrad were assigned to the c-rich sample and the rest to the b-rich sample. At

high momentum there are relatively few secondaries and so D*+ candidates were also

accepted into the c-rich sample if the passed a set of kinematic cuts. We required (i)

xD. > 0.4 (1{7r ) or 0.5 (K7mr ), where xD. = 2ED./~, (ii) lcos&’1 <0.9 (K7r ) or 0.8

(Kmur ), where 6~- is the angle between the direction of the Do in the lab frame and

the K in the Do rest frame, and (iii) pm, > lGeV/c.  RCBG was reduced in the b-rich

D*+ sample by requiring candidates to pass either these kinematic cuts or the decay

length cuts (i)-(iii) above.

The mass difference, Am, between the D*+ and Do was formed if an event satisfied

the D“+ selection criteria. The Am distribution for the combined c-rich and b-rich

samples for the Km (Kmmr ) mode is shown in Figure 1a (1b). The mass distribution

of D+ + K- T+ T- candidates, is also shown in Figure 1c. The number of signal

D*+ in each of four ~DO slices of each of the c-rich and b-rich samples was extracted

from the Am distribution, by fitting a Gaussian signal plus a background of the from

A(Am – mr)~. Results are shown in table 1 for signal and background integrated over
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Table 2: Extracted flavor-unfolded events in c~and6~events  for each D decay mode.

Errors are statistical only.

the range 0.142 < Am < 0.149 GeV/c2. Similarly, a Gaussian signal plus a third order

polynomial function for the background was fitted to the mass distributions of the D+

candidates, and results for range 1.800 < J14K.. < 1.940GeV/c2  are shown in Table 1.

For either the D*+ or D+ mesons, the numbers of signal events in the c-rich and

b-rich samples, NC-riCh  and fvb-riCh  respectively, are related to the number of actual D

mesons in C2 events (NC-D) and in b; events (Nb+D) as follows:

(1)

The tagging efficiencies, C,,b, qc,b, were estimated from the Nfonte  Carlo simulation, and

the matrix equation was solved for N.+D and Nb+D to extract the measured numbers

of D“+ and D+ mesons in cz and b; events. These are shown in Table 2 with statistical

errors.



4 Measurement of Pv

The measured numbers of D=+ and D+ mesons in c? events, AT.~D*+  and AT.-D+

respectively, are related to the quantity PV via:

(2)

where Br* = 68.1 * 1.0 t 1.3% [15] is the branching fraction for D*+ + DOTj ,

Bro = 3.84+ 0.13%, 7.50+ 0.4% and Br+ = 9.1 ~ 0.6% [16] are the branching fractions

for Do -+ K-T+ , Do -+ K- T+T-T+ , and D+ + K- T+ T- . We considered separately

the number of D*+ formed from each Do decay mode and solved equation (2) in each

bin of xD. We obtained results for Pv shown in Table 3 and Figure 2, where the

branching fraction errors have been added in quadrature to the statistical errors.

Table 3: PV as a function of ZD for Kr and Kmnr modes. Statistical and branching

fraction errors are combined for the errors of PV .

Averaging over the region xD > 0.4, we obtain Pv = 0.629 & 0.084 for the Km

mode and PV = 0.464 + 0.092 for the Kmvr mode, where the errors are the sum in

quadrature of the statistical errors and the branching fraction errors. The results are

consistent within the errors so we averaged them to obtain PV = 0.53 + 0.06( stat. ) +
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0.02 (BR) (PRELIMINARY). This result is not consistent with the naive spin-counting

expectation of Pv =0.75, but is in agreement with previous measurements from LEP

experiments [1] [2]. These results can also be compared with QCD calculations. PV as

a function of ZD is shown in Figure 2, together with the predictions of Braaten, Cheung

and Yuan and Suzuki. The predictions are consistent with the data within errors.

5 Measurement of D*+ spin alignment

We measured the degree of D*+ spin alignment along the flight direction by considering

the angle O* between the momentum direction of the D*+ in the laboratory frame and

the Do in the D*+ rest frame. In order to avoid a kinematic bias to the angular

distribution of O*, we used only D“+ candidates passing the decay length cuts listed

above. The distributions of COS6*  for D*+ candidates with 0.142 < Am < 0.149 GeV/c2

in the combined c-rich and b-rich samples are shown in Figure 3 for four xD. bins, after

statistical subtraction of the RCBG. The RCBG contribution was estimated using the

Monte Carlo events normalized by the numbers of background events in the signal

region of data. We then fitted the function:

(3)

to each distribution. The parameter a quantifies the degree of spin alignment and a

priori can have any value in the range – 1 z CY ~ co. For CY = – 1, the decay-angular

distribution is proportional to sin20  and for a + co the distribution is proportional to

COS26. The fitted a, for each xD. bin, are listed in Table 4 and shown in Figure 4.

These results are consistent with previous measurements from CLEO [17], HRS

[18], and TPC [19] at lower c.m. energy. QCD calculations by Suzuki and, by Braaten,

Cheung and Yuan are also shown in Figure 4. Suzuki’s calculation is disfavored by the

data.
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Table 4: a as a function of ZL)*. Errors

6 Summary and Conclusions

are statistical only.

In conclusion, we have made preliminary measurements of the ratio Pv = V/(V+P) for

production of vector and pseudoscalar charmed mesons in 2° + c? decay events, as well

as the degree of spin alignment of .D*+ mesons produced in inclusive 2° decays. Our

measured value of PV is consistent with similar measurements from LEP experiments

[1, 2] and disfavors the expectation from naive spin counting. The calculations of

Suzuki and Braaten, Cheung and Yuan are in rough agreement with our measured

zD-dependence  of PV . We find the degree of D*+ spin alignment along the flight

direction, a, to be consistent with zero, in agreement with measurements at lower cm.

energies. The CY measurements disfavor the calculation of Suzuki.
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Figure 1: The Am distributions for D*+ + D“nj followed by (a) Do ~ K-T+ and (b)

Do ~ K-T+T-T+  , and the ill~mx distribution for (c) D+ ~ K-n+r- . The points

represent the data and the histograms represent the Monte Carlo simulation.
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Figure 2: l’v as a function of xD for (a) Km and (b) KmrT modes. The solid line

represents the expectation of naive spin counting, the dotted line is the calculation by

Suzuki, and the dashed line is the calculation by Braaten, Cheung and Yuan
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Figure 3: The COS9* distributions for different z~ bins, (a) 0.2 < xD* < 0.4, (b)

0.4 < xD* < 0.5, (c) 0.5 < xD. < 0.6, and (d) 0.6 < XD* < 1.0 with fit results shown

by dashed lines. The Kn and Knmz  modes are combined in (b)-(d). For (a) only the

h’~ mode is shown.
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Figure 4: Fitted a as a function of xD. together with CLEO, HRS, and TPC data from

lower c.m. energies. Model calculations are also shown (see text).


